
Faith in Times of 
Challenge 

Sabbath School Session 5/29/20



Goals for our Sabbath School Sessions

> R: To deepen our personal relationship with God
> E: To share the Gospel with others through     

evangelism
> A: To apply biblical truths to our daily lives
> D: To defend our beliefs and religious practices
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1.
What is faith?

Discussion Led by: 
ACS, St. Jane D. Ware



Faith is believing when you don’t 
see. It is complete trust in God.
What we hope and pray for is 
“made” of a substance called 
faith. 
It is impossible to please God if 
we do not trust Him. We are each 
given a measure of faith. 
Romans 12:3

Collaborative Definition by the School using the 
Word of God

Establish your faith in God 
through knowledge of Him which 
comes through hearing the word, 
reading the word, and prayer. 
Visualize what you want Him to 
do then wait and watch Him do it!
Faith can inspire you to act but 
it can also sustain you when you 
cannot act…when there’s 
absolutely nothing you can do.
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2.
Faith depicted in the 

scripture
Discussion Led by: 

GSSS Emeritus, St. Sherri Hunt



Hebrews 11: The Faith Chapter
Yet Moses maintained his trust in God!
These people are examples to us as we 
navigate today’s tough times.
In other words, “If these examples of faith 
endured through difficulty and 
discouragement without having received 
the promises, then we who have received 
the promises have even more reason for 
endurance.” enduringword.com

Earthly promises are temporary. Eternal 
life awaits the faithful!

Many important truths about faith are 
learned from this chapter.
We focused on the testimony of many 
faithful bible heroes.
They all died in faith, well known people in 
history like Abraham, Sarah, Isaac, Jacob, 
Rahab, Enoch, and Moses. 
They remained faithful to God until death 
though they had not received what they 
desired in God. For example, Moses saw 
the Promised Land, but he didn’t pass over 
into it. 



3.
Applying faith 

principles
Discussion Led by: 
FA, Bro. Paul Cox



What We Must Apply…

Belief vs Faith???
We must differentiate faith from 
belief in our life.
Many people BELIEVE in ideals but 
don’t act on them .
Many people BELIEVE in God but 
don’t trust Him.
Faith empowers us to DO what we 
believe…to ACT ON our beliefs.
I believe in God, but it’s my trust 
(faith) that makes me live like Him.

Faith Conversations
It’s our duty as disciples to have 
faith conversations with our 
neighbors and friends who may not 
be believers.
In order to do that, we need to know 
about faith and why it’s important. 
Some scriptures that can help:
Hebrews 11   Hebrews 12:2
Matthew 21:21  Ephesians 2:8
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4.
Why believe in times 

like these?
Discussion Led by: 

St. Steven Horton and GSSS, St. Kelly Wade



When people challenge the fact that you have 
faith…

The Word says the truth of God’s power is obvious. 
All people have to do is open their eyes to what He 
has made and open their hearts to Him (Romans 
1:20)
It’s because of human disobedience and refusal to 
believe in something greater than themselves 
that God allows them to be swallowed up in their 
“own lusts”. (Romans 1:26)

There are people who DO have an open heart and 
actually want to know how you can have faith in 
these times, How do you respond?
We must be ready to give a reason for our hope. 
We will continue to discuss this.
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Homework for 6/5/20

Read and Reflect on these 
texts:

Hebrews 11
Hebrews 12:2
Matthew 21:21
Ephesians 2:8
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Contact me: gssswade@gmail.com


